Introduction
The prediction and control of ducted fan noise are important elements of the NASA Advanced Subsonic Technology Noise Reduction Program. Current methods of prediction rely extensively on field measurements and analytical scaling techniques. As computers continue to become more powerful, Euler and NavierStokes computer codes for ducted-fan noise prediction have become increasingly affordable. Recent advances in algorithms 1'2,3 that can enhance the efficiency of time-accurate
Euler and Navier-Stokes computations also make difficult computations, such as three-dimensional (3D) rotor-stator interactions, better suited for inclusion in future engine design cycles.
Previous work by Rai 4 and Gundy-Burlet et al. 5 demonstrated the feasibility of using Navier-Stokes computations for time-accurate rotor-stator interactions. Gundy-Burlet et ai. utilized a combination of overlapping and patched grids; the motion of the rotor relative to the stator was accomplished by "sliding" the rotor grid system past the stator grid system and utilizing a non-conservative linear interpolation to transfer information between the two grid systems. Hall and Delaney 6 employed a similar patched sliding-zone interface strategy to compute ducted prop-fan flows. Chen and Chakravarthy 7 utilized patched sliding-zone interfaces to perform rotor-stator computations. They used a simple piecewise-constant projection of flow variables between grid zone_, with an area-weighting strategy. Janus and Whitfield°utilized localized grid distortion to pass information between zones that move relative to one another in a prop-fan simulation.
Rather than erapioy interpolation, grid points near the zone interface were distorted, then "clicked" to new positions when appropriate. In refs. 4-8, the focus of the computations was the prediction of global aerodynamic characteristics. Rangwalla and RaV compared the numerically calculated tonal acoustics with theoretical values for a twodimensional (2D) rotor-stator interaction. Emphasis was placed on the effects of boundary conditions and boundary extent; however, the effect of the patched slidingzone interface on the accuracy of simulating the passage of acoustic waves was not explored.
Because accurate prediction of acoustic waves is essential to any noise-prediction analysis, the effect of the sliding-zone interface on the passage of such waves must be addressed. In the present paper, the effect of a patched sliding-zone interface similar to that employed in refs. 5-7 is examined for several 2D problems, as well as for the passage of typical rotor-stator interaction modes through a 3D duct with a rotating zone. The effects of time step and speed of the moving zone are examined; an engineering rule of thumb for maximum permissible time step or zone speed is developed.
Governine E0uations
The compressible thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations, written in an inertial reference frame in generalized coordinates, are
The inviscid flux terms are 
The variable J represents the Jacobian of the transformation
and the contravariant velocities are given by = ll_x*_,x+ ;i," +_;:,,i i
where
and x and q are the shear stress and heat flux terms, respectively. When the thin-layer assumption is invoked, the viscous cross-derivative terms in _, rl, and _ are neglected.
For the applications here, only the inviscid (Euler) equations are employed. The equations are closed by the equation of state for a perfect gas
Descrintion of the Code
The computer code-CFL3D 1°solves the 3D time-dependent thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations with an upwind finite-volume formulation. This code can solve flows over multiple-zone grids that are connected in a one-to-one, patched, or overset manner, and can employ grid sequencing, multigrid, and local time stepping in accelerating convergence to steady state. Upwind-biased spatial differencing is used for the inviscid terms, and flux limiting is used to obtain smooth solutions in the vicinity of shock waves. Viscous terms, when employed, are centrally differenced. The equations are solved implicitly with the use of a three-factor approximate factorization (AF). Either the flux-difference-splitting (FDS) method of Roell or the flux-vector-splitting (FVS) method of Van Leer" can be employed to obtain fluxes at the cell faces. The FDS approach is used for all results in this paper.
Time-Advancement and Subiteration Aleorithm
The CFL3D code is advanced in time with an implicit AF method. The implicit spatial derivatives are first-order accurate, which results in block-tridiagonal inversions for each sweep. However, for solutions that utilize FDS the block-tridiagonai inversions are further simplified with a diagonal algorithm; when the viscous terms are used, a spectral radius scaling is employed.
Second-order temporal accuracy for a single-step AF scheme is forfeited for unsteady computations with these simplifications to the left-hand side. One method for recovering the desired accuracy is through the use of subiterations. Two subiteration strategies have been implemented in CFL3D. These strategies were explored in detail by Rumsey et al. 3 The method employed for the computations in this paper is termed the "pseudo time subiteration" (or "x -TS") method, which uses a secondorder-accurate temporal discretization. In the literature (e.g., Venkateswaran and Merklel3), the x-TS method is also referred to as the "dual time" method because a pseudo time is used to iterate to the next desired physical time. The chief advantage to the x -TS subiteration strategy is that it frees the user from numerical constraints on the time step; an appropriate physical time step can be selected to resolve the physics of the flow in question.
Dynamic Patched-Grid Aleorith_
A patched-grid interface implies that two zones share a common interface at which the grid points do not necessarily connect in a one-to-one manner. For grids in relative motion to one another (for example, when a grid zone around a rotor slides past a grid zone around a stator), dynamic patched interfacing is a relatively easy way to handle the transfer of time-accurate data between zones.
In CFL3D, the patching is accomplished non-conservatively in the following way. First, at the patched interface, the problem is reduced by 1 degree of freedom because data are used only in the two planes of cell centers in computational space nearest each interface to update the ghost-cell boundary conditions in the other zone. For example (as shown in figure 1 in two dimensions), if the k = kdim boundary of zone 1 interfaces with the k = I boundary of zone 2, then zone 2 obtains information for its two ghost cells from the k = kdim -1 and k = kdim -2 cell centers of zone 1; zone I obtains information for its two ghost cells from the k = 1 and k = 2 cell centers of zone 2.
Interpolation
is accomplished dynamically at each time step (every time the moving zone changes position). For each face center point on the interface in the "to" zone, a corresponding real-valued index location is determined in the "from" zone. The primitive variables are then interpolated to this real-valued index location. A simple 2D example is given in figure 2 ; zone 2 acts as the "to" zone, and only one row of ghost cells is shown in the "from" zone for clarity. In this example, the center point of the cell j ---I in zone 2 lines up with 11 = 0.6667 in zone 1, which lies in the cell j = I of zone 1. Therefore, this particular ghost-cell boundary condition is interpolated by using the primitive variables at j = 1 in zone 1 and an appropriately weighted fraction of the 11-direction gradient atj = 1. Further details of the patchedgrid algorithm are given in Biedron and Thomas. 14 When periodic boundary conditions are applied and one grid zone slides relative to another, copies of both the moving and nonmoving zones must be supplied, which are translated or rotated appropriately to ensure that each "to" zone has a "from" neighbor at all times and vice versa. To avoid the necessity of making too many copies over long times, the current algorithm also periodically rotates or translates the moving block and its solution whenever its movement exceeds a specified limit.
Results
Several 2D and 3D model problems are examined to study the effect of a patched sliding-zone interface on the passage of acoustic waves. Unless otherwise noted, three x -TS subiterations with three levels of multigrid are used for the results in this paper.
2D Axially-Movin_ Acoustic Waves
The first test case involves acoustic waves that are moving axially in two dimensions (x, z ). At the left end of a computational domain, waves are generated by perturbing the free-stream pressure levels in accordance with +.
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where Po is the nondimensional free-stream static pressure (= I/7) and h is taken as 0.04518. Time is nondimensionalized by unit length and speed of sound. The free-stream is quiescent.
This test case is patterned after a computation by Khan, 15 who used a perturbational form of the Euler equations to compute the nonlinear behavior of a plane acoustic wave that was propagating axially; the results were fpmpared with the theoretical predictions of Pierce j°at locations prior to where nonlinear steepening causes shock formation. In the current study, a sinusoidal transverse variation of pressure (in the z direction) is also imposed to test the effect of a sliding-zone interface (no effect is realized otherwise). Comparison with the theoretical results is made at a transverse location at which the acoustic wave front is aligned with the z-axis. The variation in the z direction is gradual enough to allow the wave to approximate a plane wave at this location.
The computation is performed by using either one or two zones. In the latter case, zone 2 slides in the z direction along one end of zone 1; a patched sliding-zone interface connects the two zones. (See figure 3 .) The upper and lower boundaries are treated as periodic interfaces, and the right boundary employs a characteristic boundary condition. To minimize the possibility of spurious reflections from the right boundary, the grid is stretched in the x direction past x = 1.6345.
Direction
of Sliding interface zone 2 motion The parameter 7", is taken as 0.55164 (which corresponds to a frequency of 0.6 kHz in air), and T is taken as 3.2. This latter parameter yields one complete period of pressure fluctuation between z = 0 and z = 3.2.
Prior to evaluating the effect of the sliding-zone interface, parametric studies were used to determine the grid size and time step necessary to capture the physics of this flow field with the CFL3D code. Figure 4 shows the effect of varying the number of cells in the z direction from 8 to 64; 16 to 32 grid points are sufficient to accurately depict the sinusoidal variation in the acoustic pressure. The effect of Ax is shown in figures 5 and 6. The wavelength in the x direction for this case is 0.552. Using a constant Az spacing of 0.1 (32 points per wave in the z direction), the Ax spacing is varied from 0.02554 (approximately 22 points per wave) to 0.006385 (approximately 86 points per wave). Figure 5 shows the pressure as a function of x/_ along z = 0, where _ is the value of the distance at which the shock forms: '/a', to" is the frequency in rad/s, p' is the density, and a" is the speed of sound. For this case, ,_ = 1.6194. Figure 6 shows the amplitude of the fundamental and the first two harmonics as a function of distance. The computational curves in this figure are generated by establishing a periodic solution, computing over a nondimensional time of 1.1, and using a Fourier decomposition on the time histories of pressure at each spatial location. Three higher harmonics are computed; only the first two are shown in figure 6 for clarity. The predicted fundamental and the first two harmoni_ agree well with the theoretical prediction_ of Pierce _ with 43 or more points per wave. With only 22 points per wave, significant error is realized as x/yc approaches 1, particularly for the higher harmonics. The effect of time step is shown in figure 7 . A time step of &t = 0.01 (55 steps per cycle) is sufficient to capture the fundamental and first harmonic but is not sufficient for the higher harmonics. A time step of At = 0.005 (110 steps per cycle) is temporally converged on this grid for all harmonics up to the third harmonic.
In summary, the nondimensional grid size necessary for the current numerical algorithm to accurately capture the physics of this flow is as follows: 6z = 0.1 (32 points per transverse wave) and Ax = 0.01277 (43 points per axial wave). The nondimensional time step necessary is At = 0.005 (110 steps per cycle). This baseline grid and time step are utilized to assess the effect of a sliding-zone interface. Although not shown, a two-zone grid with zone 2 held stationary yields a solution that is identical to the singlezone solution. When zone 2 slides past zone 1 at a constant velocity, the solution becomes distorted as the zone speed increases, as shown in figure 8 . In this plot, the theoretical predictions and the third harmonic are not shown, and the computed results are displayed as lines rather than symbols for clarity. The zonal interface is at x/yc = 0.5047 . Up to a speed of roughly w_,,,, = 6 (nondimensionalized by the speed of sound), the solution is essentially unaffected. At w.o, , > 12, however, the solution deteriorates significantly. At a time step of At = 0.005 and a zone speed of w o,, = 6, zone 2 slides past one periodic variation in th_ acoustic data (i.e., the space over which the flow field is periodic in the z direction) in approximately 107 time steps. This parameter can be used as a rule-ofthumb indicator of the limit on the time step when a sliding zone is present. Extensive investigation by the author (not all of which is reported here) indicates that if a zone is sliding past another zone and flow-field spatial variations in the direction of zone motion are present, then the time step must be set to allow approximately 80 or more time steps for the moving zone to traverse one period of that variation. This rule of thumb is summarized by the following equations:
I(wo.,)....-I,. 80At (lg. interface is employed at a location 0.5 chord length downstream of the trailing edge of the plates, which vibrate in phase with each other in accordance with
where co' is the frequency in rad/s.
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of M = 1.2. Equation (19), with Wda,a = +l (because the waves travel obliquely to the zone interface with a maximum speed equal to the speed of sound), is used to determine a maximum time step of Atma,=O.O014. Time-step studies (not shown) indicate that the time step necessary to adequately resolve the physics of this flow field is approximately At = 0.0025, which corresponds to 400 time steps per period of plate oscillation. Hence, given the fixed zone speed of w.o, , = 1.2 in this case, the time-step constraint that is at'iributable to zone motion is more restrictive than the time-step constraint needed to adequately resolve the flow field. Here, h is taken as 0.00004, k = 8n, and M. = 0.5. Many acoustic waves generated by this test problem travel at an oblique angle in both directions relative to the sliding interface. At this frequency, approximately four complete cycles of pressure variation span the space between the plates. Hence, Zp,,od = 0.25. A vertical uniform grid spacing of 6z = 0.0078125 is used, which results in a spatial resolution of approximately 32 .grid .points per wave. The grid spacing in the axial direcuon ns Ax = 0.03125 between x = -3 and x = 5 and is stretched past x = 5. Although not shown, parametric studies indicate that this grid spacing is adequate to spatially resolve this flow field.
Because this model problem is based loosely on the types of acoustic waves that may be generated by vibrating stator vanes in an engine, computations are carried out with a fixed zone speed that is comparable to that of a typical maximum rotor tip speed. Hence, wzo,, = 1.2 is chosen; this value corresponds to a tip Mach number Based on grid studies (not shown), the grid that represents the best compromise between accuracy and efficiency for this case is 273 x 33 x 33, with Ax' = 0.00116 m in the unstretched portion of the mesh. This grid size yields 33 points per wave in the circumferential direction and approximately 25 points per wave in the axial direction, which is sufficient to propagate this mode through both downstream zones with reasonably minimal phase shift and attenuation.
(Maximum pressure levels are computed to be approximately +_35 Pa, whereas the exact linear solution is +_40 Pa.) The radial and circumferential spacing is uniform, and the axial spacing is uniform in the two downstream zones (with 121 grid points each) and is stretched in the upstream zone. The grid, with every fourth grid point plotted in the axial and circumferential directions for clarity, is shown in figure 16 . In this figure, the middle zone is shown in a rotated position.
Time-step studies (also not shown) indicate that at least 36-71 time steps per period are required to propagate this mode through both downstream zones with minimal attenuation and phase shift. Therefore, a nondimensional time step At = 0.001 is employed, which corresponds to 71 time steps per period for BPF. To test whether this acoustic mode can be propagated undistorted through a patched sliding-zone interface, a 3D time-accurate computation is performed in a cylindrical duct. Because the (-.4,1) mode is periodic over 7t/2, the grid used is a quarter of a cylinder. The grid extends from x" = -0.5 to x" = 0 m and is divided into three zones. The middle zone, which extends from x' = -0.2786 to x' = -0.1393 m, can be rotated. Timedependent pressure perturbations are imposed at the downstream boundary (at x' = 0 ) with equation (23).
Pressure pe_urbation bounda_ condition applied atdownstream bounda_
The 3D duct acoustic modes show less sensitivity to a moving zone than the 2D test cases. A minimum of approximately 40 (rather than 80) time steps is required for the moving zone to pass one spatially periodic variation in the flow field. Therefore, for rotating zones, equations (18) Od,,,,, = --67, 600rpm). Thistime-step limitation thatresultsfromzone motion is slightly higher thanthetime stepof At = 0.001 necessary toresolve thephysics of theflow (regardless of zone motion). Therefore, for this case, the constraint due to the numerical resolution of the physics is more restrictive than the constraint due to zone motion, and the zone motion is expected to have little or no discernible effect on the temporally resolved solution.
The acoustic waves generated by the downstream perturbation propagate upstream in a spiral manner (i.e., like a "barber pole"). A total nondimensional time of T = 0.8 is sufficient to achieve a periodic solution through the two downstream zones. Figure 17 shows pressure perturbation levels as a function of x" along the duct wall at a 0 = Constant location for a nonrotating zone and for a zone that is rotating at 16,900 rpm. Results are essentially identical for both cases, which indicates, as expected, that the sliding-zone interface does not distort the ( Figure 18 shows the effect of increasing the zone rotation speed. Tripling the rotation speed results in negligible distortion, whereas quintupling the speed changes the character of the solution upstream of the movingzone interface.
With equation (24), a time step of At = 0.001 allows for a maximum zone speed of 53,113 rpm. This maximum speed is consistent with the results in the figure. Five subiterations are required for the higher zone speeds.
Other propagating modes are investigated by constructing a 241 x 65 x 65 grid similar to the one depicted in figure 16 , except that Ax" = 0.000481 m and the two downstream zones each extend only x" = 0.05 m. This shorter axial extent allows all modes of interest to propagate through both downstream zones in a reasonable computational time. This grid spacing yields between 10--65 points per wave in the circumferential direction and 31-82 points per wave in the axial direction, depending on the mode. The computation is performed by combining 10 different propagating modes at the downstream boundary, with varying acoustical strengths. These modes are described in Table 1 . Included in the table is the acoustical strength A' that is used in the computation; also included is the theoretical cutoff ratio of each mode. Note that these 10 modes are a representative sample of the BPF and 2 BPF propagatin_ modes in the NASA Langley Research Center model, l_ [19] [20] [21] [22] . Note that the numerical algorithm, with this grid and time step, has difficulty propagating those modes that have the lowest cutoff ratios, regardless of whether a moving zone is employed. In general, the lower the cutoff ratio, the more the acoustic wave is attenuated. Further studies need to be performed to determine the grid and time-step requirements for all modes of interest. Overall, the effects of the slidingzone interface on the transmission of acoustic modes are very slight; the least effect occurs for the m = --4 modes.°_ Patched sliding-zone interfaces, in combination with the time-accurate
Euler and Navier-Stokes equations, are employed for aerodynamic computations of rotorstator interactions (e.g., refs. 4-7). However, before codes with sliding interfaces can be used as a major part of any noise-prediction effort, the accuracy with which acoustic waves are passed through the sliding-zone interfaces must be assessed. Preliminary findings indicate that an important factor that contributes to the accuracy of acoustic-wave passage is the number of time steps required for the sliding zone to move past spatial varia- tions in the flow field that exist in the direction parallel to the sliding-zone interface (e.g., circumferential variations for duct flows). To avoid unreasonable distortions, at least 40-80 time steps are required for the sliding zone to pass one period of the spatial variation. If the time step is too large, then distortions in the acoustic waves result. This rule of thumb has been demonstrated for two simple two-dimensional test problems, as well as for a three-dimensional-duct test problem. The author acknowledges R. Biedron, of AS&M, Inc., Hampton, VA, for coding the dynamic patched interface routines and for general CFL3D code support, as well as for helpful discussions throughout the investigation.
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